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GRAPHIC NOVEL WESTERN

VENOM

LAURENT ASTIER
2020 / SERIES IN 5 VOLUMES (3/5)
5OCTOBER
5 6 4 pages / 240 x 320 mm / €15
SOLD: Danish, Dutch, German

35,000
copies of the
series sold

A must for western fans!
Previously: 10-year-old Emily witnessed the
murder of her prostitute mother. Ever since
that traumatic event, she's been determined to
use every possible stratagem to seek revenge on
the men responsible.

0

Buckle up for a western road-movie
that takes us across America alongside
a mysterious and endearing heroine.

VOL III: ENTRAILS

1900, Oil Town, Ohio. In these grimy lands rich
with oil, everyone works in some way, shape, or
form for black gold. Emily arrives, along with little Claire and Susan, a woman she rescued on
the way. From now on, she’ll go by Mary McCartney, the new schoolteacher. Using this alias,
she hopes to get close to and deceive Drake, a
tyrant who runs the city’s oil operations. She has
no idea that he’s expecting her!
Once her cover is blown, Emily will discover
an important piece of information about her
mother, which will threaten her sanity. Utterly
unsettled and tracked by bounty hunters, she’ll
have no choice but to flee towards New York.

BIO
Laurent Astier has worked primarily in the
detective genre and is the author of more
than twenty albums: L’Affaire des Affaires
(Dargaud), Comment faire fortune en Juin 40
(Casterman), and his
latest Face au mur
(Casterman).

0
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GRAPHIC NOVEL ADVENTURE

A BORN BASTARD
OLIVIER PONT / RÉGIS LOISEL

2020 / SERIES IN 3 VOLUMES (2/3)
5 N8 8OVEMBER
pages
/
240
x 320 mm / €18
5 
SOLD: Dutch, German

A powerful story,
with strong female protagonists.
Previously: After his mother’s death, Max flies
to a far-flung Brazilian city in search of his
unknown father. But the rules are different here.
Helping a girl to flee from her captors, he finds
himself caught up in the middle of a prostitution
ring, and soon Max has no choice but to escape
into the jungle.

0
Crooks, treasure hunters, and old buried secrets...
Each step into the Amazon jungle seems
to reduce our heroes’ chances of survival...

0

BIO

VOL I

Olivier Pont worked on Spielberg’s Fievel Goes West. In
1991 he won a comics competition organized by the
retailer FNAC, thereby kicking off a new career. From
2005 to 2013, he produced
numerous advertisements
and short films, including
Manon sur le bitume, nominated for an Oscar in 2009.
His 2004 series, Où le regard
ne porte pas, has sold more than
400.000 copies.

VOL II: O MANETA

In order to escape the prostitution ring's henchmen, Max and Baïa plunge headfirst into the jungle.
They are soon lost, but Baïa guides, feeds, and cares
for Max. They reach an old crashed plane. On board,
they find the skeleton of a little girl, whose wrists
are still bound. Could this be the wreck in that old
news story about the kidnapping of the mine boss’s
daughter? News spreads quickly and Max’s presence in the area intrigues Herman, the mine boss,
who tells his men to find him alive. What could he
want with him? As for Christelle and Charlotte, the
two wanted nurses, they will be able to count on the
help of an old local cop with a questionable past.

35,000
copies of the
first volume
sold

Régis Loisel is a household name of
European comics. He has created
countless successful series, including Peter
Pan, Troubles fêtes and Magasin général.
He received the Grand Prix from the city of
Angoulême in 2003.
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GRAPHIC NOVEL CHILDHOOD MEMORIES

WHEN WE WERE LITTLE
SOLEDAD BRAVI

2020 / ONE-SHOT
5 AUGUST
2
32
pages
/ 152 x 215 mm / €14
5 

Touching anecdotes that follow one
another in all simplicity and a nostalgic
tone that isn’t melancholic.
Soledad shares an original and very personal
perspective of her childhood memories, often
related to time spent with family. Made up of
these autobiographical snippets and two-toned
images from her mind’s eye, this tender album
also intertwines her memories of her daughters’
childhoods. With each passing page, the author’s
personal anecdotes thus take on a universal
dimension that resonates with our own childhood
experiences.

A series of drawings that has attracted
the attention of Soledad’s Instagram
community (150,000 followers).

BIO
Soledad Bravi is a keen observer of the world
around her. She posts daily on Instagram:
@soledadbravi.

y BY THE SAME AUTHOR

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified),
Italian, Korean, Spanish (World)
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SOLD: Spanish (World)
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COMIC BOOK NON-FICTION & HUMOR

HAVE YOU READ IT?
SOLEDAD BRAVI / PASCALE FREY
2020 / ONGOING SERIES
5OCTOBER
5 168 pages / 152 x 215 mm / €14
SOLD: Chinese (Complex & Simplified), Italian,
Korean

How does one encourage people
to read? By delivering great classics
with a zany and off-the-wall approach,
with humor, and with anecdotes,
all without cheating...
The result is simply smashing!

0
33,000
copies of
the series
sold
BIO
Soledad Bravi earned a degree in art and
worked as an artistic director in advertising
before returning to drawing. Today, she
draws for children and teens as well as for
fashion magazines.

VOL III

With their characteristic humor, Soledad Bravi
and Pascale Frey bring together 20 classics of
French and foreign literature for our reading
pleasure. Plunge 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
with Jules Verne, relive 24 Hours in the Life of
a Woman with Stefan Zweig, flirt with the madness of Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and
much more... One Hundred Years of Solitude by
Gabriel García Márquez, Martin Eden by Jack
London, The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck,
The Emperor’s New Clothes by Andersen, Antigone by Jean Anouilh, Crime and Punishment by
Dostoïevski, and the list goes on!

Pascale Frey is a cultural journalist and literary columnist for Elle magazine. She also
manages Elle magazine’s readers’ prize.
In 2013, she published
a graphic novel on Coco
Chanel along with artist
Bernard Ciccolini.

0
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CHILDREN’S GRAPHIC NOVEL

SPACE ADVENTURE

THE CASTLE
IN THE STARS
ALEX ALICE

2020 / SERIES IN 8 VOLUMES (5/8)
5 JUNE
72
pages
/ 240 x 320 mm / €14
5
SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Croatian, Dutch,
English (World), German, Italian, Japanese, Polish,
Russian, Spanish (EU), Ukrainian

Mars, 1873: Seraphin and his friends
escort the Princess and her people
through the planets.

0

Previously: In 1869, the discovery of a mysterious
element know as aether has granted humanity
the ability to not only fly through the skies, but
to explore space. In the royal courts of Bavaria,
young Seraphin Dulac must protect his family from those who would use their knowledge to
build spacecrafts and conquer the stars.

VOL V: FROM MARS TO PARIS

VI to be published in September 2021
5 VolumeThe
5 first volume of the spin-off
The Venus Chimeras in March 2021

BIO
Alex Alice is a member of a group of young
multimedia artists who stage great performances. In 1993, he met Xavier Dorison, and
together they created their first comic book,
The Third Testament (Glénat), which became
a huge bestseller.

VOL I
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VOL II

Threatened by Bismarck, who is invading Mars,
Hans, Seraphin, Sophie, Loic, and the princess
take refuge in the Castle in the Stars. There, they
find King Ludwig, who has totally lost his mind, and
decide to return to Earth to seek Napoleon III’s help
to free Mars from the Prussian yoke. Seraphin will
discover that Napoleon and Bismarck have signed
an accord and that in exchange for Seraphin’s
father’s (Professor Dulac) expertise, France will
stay out of the fight for Mars. Seraphin will thus
be reunited with his father, who strongly discourages his son from getting involved in the political situation. As things heat up, Seraphin realizes
that he alone can take responsibility for his decisions and political commitments.

VOL III

VOL IV
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
ASTRID BROMURE

ABOUT PHOENIX

5ONGOING SERIES 5 3 2-40 pages

5ONE-SHOT 5 1 44 pages

FABRICE PARME

5ONE-SHOT 5 1 12 pages

5SERIES IN 5 VOL. 5 4 8-64 pages

SOLD: English (North America),
German, Italian, Chinese (Simplified),
Spanish (World), Russian

SOLD: English (World), German

#merlin #wizard #legends
#adventure #apprentice
#fatheranddaughter

#WWII #brave #identity
#friendship #photography #diary
#award

In the peaceful forest of Broceliande,
a young teenage girl follows the
magical teachings of her father, the
sorcerer Merlin!

A true story, not unlike the Diary of
Anne Frank, with universal questions
about a young girl growing up: her
identity, her passions, her first loves.

YIN AND THE DRAGON

GREENE

5SERIES IN 3 VOL. 5 5 6-64 pages

5SERIES IN 3 VOL. 5 7 2 pages

SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Italian, Spanish (World)

MARAZANO / XU YAO

#femalescientist #emancipation
#exploring #naturalworld
#curiosity

#adventure #chineselegend
#fantasticalcreatures
#dragons

What if science could open the way
to liberty? In 19th century Texas, Calpurnia struggles to find a place in
the world.

In 1937 Shanghai, Yin and her
grandfather save an injured golden
dragon and decide to hide him. This
decision will take them much farther
than they ever thought.
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BILLET / FAUVEL

GAUTHIER / LABOUROT

“What gives the adventures of Aurore
their flavor is not the reality that she
experiences, but what is happening
in her head.”

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Italian,
Russian

CATHERINE’S WAR

ELENORA
MANDRAGORA

#teenager #dailylife
#diary #humor #grumpymood
#feminism

5SERIES IN 2 VOL. 5 8 8-128 pages

A narrative based on the author's
personal story, fascinating for what
it says about friendship, solidarity,
and human fragility. And a subject
rarely covered in comics: the last
war in Northern Ireland at the heart
of the occupation.

A real treat: Astrid, bored to death in
her gigantic penthouse, is always on
the lookout for new adventures and
friends!

5SERIES IN 2 VOL. 5 1 28-160 pages

DAPHNÉ COLLIGNON

#abuse #brave #sisterhood
#love #protective
#domesticviolence

#mischievous #funny
#stubborn #lonely #creative
#investigations

DESPLECHIN / MAUPRÉ

CALPURNIA

JÉRÉMIE ROYER

SOLD: Dutch, Russian, Spanish (World)

AURORE’S DIARY

y

Angoulême Festival's
Best Children's Graphic Novel 2018

DESPLECHIN / LE HUCHE

Artemisia Prize for Best Children's
Historical Fiction 2018

#witchcraft #familywomen
#passingdown #humor #sorcery
Greene is eleven and, to her mother's
despair, hasn’t shown any interest
in witchcraft! She claims to be normal! Alas, Greene shall spend one
day a week with her renowned witch
grandmother!
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS

RSLICESof LIFE

LITTLE VICTORIES
YVON ROY

STAY

TRONDHEIM / CHEVILLARD

D. MERMOUX / B. BEAULIEU

5ONE-SHOT
5 160 pages

5ONE-SHOT
5 1 20 pages

SOLD: Dutch, English (World), Italian,
Korean, Vietnamese

SOLD: English (World), Korean

5ONE-SHOT
5 2 32 pages

H

Fi

MY TRAITOR

CHAPLIN

JULIO POPPER

5ONE-SHOT
5 1 44 pages

IN 3 VOLUMES
5SERIES
5 72 pages

5ONE-SHOT
5 1 04 pages

SOLD: Spanish (EU)

SOLD: German

SOLD: Spanish (EU)

PIERRE ALARY

LAURENT SEKSIK / DAVID FRANÇOIS

MATZ / CHEMINEAU

SOLD: Arabic, Italian, Russian, Spanish (EU)

#IRA #ireland #betrayal #spy

#life # death #coping
#grief #denial
#encounter #friend
#support #award

#intern #dailylife
#hospital #patientstories
#humor #beautyoflife

When an unimaginable tragedy strikes
at the beginning of what was supposed
to be a perfect holiday, Fabienne is left
alone to process this immediate and
unexpected change in her life. While
most people would abandon the trip
out of grief, she decides to stay...

For seven days, a young intern tells a
terminally ill patient about all the lives
in the hospital: the joys and pains
of patients, the most bizarre and
touching cases, doctors' and nurses’
routine, discouraging moments, and
even their loves.

#autism #fatherhood
#raisingson #dailystruggles
#realstory #humor
A beautiful visual exploration of the
highs and lows experienced by a
parent learning how to adapt to his
son's autism.

THE THOUSAND
AND ONE LIVES IN ER

cISTORICALgures

Q

S

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS

A narrative based on the author's
personal story, fascinating for what
it says about friendship, solidarity,
and human fragility. And a subject
rarely covered in comics: the last
war in Northern Ireland at the heart
of the occupation.

#biopic #cinema
#artist #hollywood
#puritanicalamerica
#mccarthyism

#adventure #patagonia
#biography #explorer
#nativeamerican
#goldmining

How a boy born into a poor London
neighborhood became the greatest
filmmaker of his time and conquered
Hollywood. A well-documented biopic
that covers Chaplin’s life from his
departure from England to his rise to
fame.

Between history and adventure, the
incredible destiny of an explorer
that will take us to the very South of
Patagonia.

2 Eisner Award
nominations
Best International
Book Harvey
Awards 2020
Nominee
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS

COMICS FOR ADULTS I BACKLIST

hDYSTGOPIAJ
SOLD: Dutch, English (World),
German, Spanish (World)

PARIS 2119

THE END

OPTIC SQUAD

5ONE-SHOT
5 80 pages

5ONE-SHOT
5 8 8 pages

SERIES
5ONGOING
5 6 4 pages

SOLD: German, English (World)

SOLD: German

SOLD: Dutch

ZEP / BERTAIL

ZEP

BERVAS / RUNBERG

#sci-fi #cloning #utopia
#teleportation #rebellion

#eco-thriller #DNA #tree
#epidemic #apocalypse

#sci-fi #mission #spy #crime
#humantrafficking #bionic

A graphic novel that explores the
downward spiral of cloning and the
utopia of an ideal society.
A love story set against a science fiction backdrop.

A comic built like a mystery novel
dealing with urgent ecological issues.
Sweden. A group of researchers works
on how trees communicate among
one other and with us. Theodore will
be the only survivors of a planetary
tragedy. Could this be a new chance
for the human species?

A sci-fi story that features the fight
against organized crime in a futuristic society. Realistic and meticulous
artwork perfectly captures the settings, plotline, and characters

SOLD: Spanish (EU)
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SOLD: Chinese (Simplified
& Complex), Indonesian, Italian,
Korean, Spanish (World)

SOLD: Dutch, English (World), Italian,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Dutch, German, Korean,
Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Spanish (World)

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: Italian, Polish

SOLD: German, Polish, Serbian
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BACKLIST I COMICS FOR ADULTS

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Croatian,
Spanish (World), Turkish

COMICS FOR ADULTS I BACKLIST

SOLD: Dutch, German

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Spanish (EU), Turkish

SOLD: Dutch, German

SOLD: English (World),
German, Polish, Spanish (EU)
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SOLD: Dutch, English (World),
German, Italian, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: Dutch, German,
English (World)

SOLD: Dutch, German, Spanish (EU)

SOLD: German

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Spanish (EU), German

SOLD: Dutch
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BACKLIST I COMICS FOR ADULTS

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified)

CHILDREN'S COMICS I BACKLIST

SOLD: English (World)

SOLD: English (World), Italian,
Spanish (EU)

y BACKLIST I CHILDREN'S COMICS

SOLD: Italian, Korean
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SOLD: English (World)

SOLD: English (World)

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: English (World)

SOLD: Italian

SOLD: Chinese (Simplified)
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